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DECLARATION OF THEODORE H. FRANK  
IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION 

 
I, Theodore H. Frank, declare as follows: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and, if called as a witness, 

could and would testify competently thereto. 

2. I am an attorney and an elected member of the American Law Institute. So while I 

bring this objection pro se (as I received notice too late to retain Southern District of New York 

counsel during the holiday season), I do not request any special treatment as a pro se. 

 

I Am a Member of the Class 

3. I am a member of the class. I purchased 500 shares of Citigroup stock for my 

Charles Schwab account for $13,979.95 on January 10, 2008. I sold the stock for $12,386.27 on 

April 21, 2008. These were the only transactions I made in Citigroup stock in 2008. True and correct 

copies of contemporaneous confirmation emails sent by Charles Schwab to me to confirm these 

transactions are attached as Exhibits 1 and 2.  

 

The Notice Is Inexcusably Late 

4. I learned of the settlement for the first time when I received mailed notice of the 

settlement on the evening of December 12, 2012; I had not remembered that I owned Citibank 

stock briefly in 2008, and did not determine I was a member of the class until December 14, 2012. 

Because I do not live in New York City, the December 21, 2012, deadline for objecting requires me 

to FedEx any documents by December 20th to ensure their delivery. Because I cannot retain 

counsel on such short notice, I am filing pro se. Because I am filing pro se, I am at the mercy of the 

Southern District of New York’s clerk to file on December 21 papers they receive on December 21, 

though it is likely that the office is short-staffed. December 12, 2012, I note, is also six days after the 

December 6, 2012, opt-out date. 
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5. On March 19, 2008, Citigroup sent me electronic notice of an April 22, 2008, 

shareholder meeting, and April 21, 2008, deadline for proxy voting. A true and correct copy of this 

notice is attached as Exhibit 3.  

6. From the March 19, 2008 notice, we can deduce that Citibank finds it possible to 

send electronic notice to shareholders 33 days in advance of a deadline. The parties chose not to 

take steps to do so in this particular case. 

7. Class counsel admits that the settlement administrator did not send individualized 

notice to customers of Charles Schwab until December 7, 2012, two weeks before the objection 

deadline. See Exhibit 14. Class counsel asserts that this notice is acceptable under Second Circuit law 

requiring the “best practicable” notice because they asked Charles Schwab for a list of class 

members in October, and Schwab did not provide the list until December 3. Id. (citing cases). By 

their own admission, however, the settlement administrator only followed up twice with Schwab 

between October and December. Id. 

8. In every case where I have received notice of a pending securities class action or 

shareholder derivative settlement, Schwab has taken several weeks to provide a list of names, 

resulting in notice shortly before or even after the objection deadline. E.g., Robert F. Booth Trust v. 

Crowley, No. 09 C 5314 (N.D. Ill. Jul. 9, 2010) (continuing fairness hearing and permitting new 

briefing in response to my objection to late notice filed after objection deadline) (attached as Exhibit 

16).  

9. In every case where I have represented a shareholder objecting to a class-action or 

shareholder derivative settlement, I have seen other shareholders who hold stock through brokers 

be provided late notice. E.g., In re Johnson & Johnson Shareholder Deriv. Lit., No. 10-cv-2033 (D.N.J. 

Sep. 25, 2012) (continuing fairness hearing and permitting new briefing in response to objections to 

late notice filed after objection deadline) (attached as Exhibit 17). 

10. Class counsel and defense counsel are experienced securities litigators that have 

settled other securities class actions; the settlement administrator Garden City Group is a richly 

compensated settlement administrator that has experience providing notice to dozens of securities 
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class actions. The parties and the settlement administrator thus knew or should have known that 

waiting until October to ask brokers to provide a list of shareholders would mean that many 

shareholders would not receive notice in time to meaningfully object by December 21.  

11. We can thus infer that the parties and the settlement administrator intended the 

predictable consequences of their actions: class members would receive late individualized notice. 

12. On information and belief, Charles Schwab is actually better than the average broker 

about responding to requests from settlement administrators to provide a list of shareholders; many 

other shareholders will receive notice after I will, and perhaps after December 21.  

13. In my correspondence with class counsel and defense counsel, counsel does not 

deny that it and Garden City Group had this knowledge. To the extent that the parties or the 

Garden City Group seek to claim otherwise, I reserve the right to conduct discovery on their prior 

settlement notice experience. 

 

Class Members Are Being Deterred From Objecting 

14. Until December 17, 2012, the settlement website omitted important information, 

such as the fee petition and supporting papers. On December 14, 2012, I contacted the toll-free 

number on my notice to attempt to ask if I could obtain a copy of the fee petition. In response, the 

claims administrator who answered the phone, who identified herself only as “Mona,” told me that 

information about the fee request was not on the website because it was “not part of the 

settlement.” To the best of my recollection, Mona also tried to tell me that I could not object to the 

fee request for the same reason. While my experience with class action settlements meant that I was 

not misled by Mona’s assertions, there is no telling how many class members unfamiliar with Rule 

23 procedures have contacted the settlement administrator and were affirmatively misled, and never 

checked the website again.  

15. I also asked Mona about the scope of the release on pages 6 and 7 of the eight-page 

claim form. She informed me that the release meant that if I filed a claim form, I could not object to 

the settlement. I would like to file a claim form for my share of the settlement proceeds, but have 
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not yet done so so that I can bring these matters to the attention of the Court. Class counsel has 

since claimed that the release will not preclude me from objecting to or appealing an approval of an 

excessive fee request, but I wish for this to be stated on the record at a fairness hearing before I file 

a claim form. 

 

My Objection Is Prejudiced by the Late Notice 

16. On December 16, 2012, I emailed the eight attorneys listed on the class notice, noted 

the lateness of the notice I received, and asked for a stipulation to extend the deadline for 

objections. A true and correct copy of this email is attached as Exhibit 4. Class counsel refused. A 

true and correct copy of a December 17, 2012, letter from Ira Press refusing to do so is attached as 

Exhibit 14. 

17. I therefore object to the late notice, which has prejudiced me. 

18. I attach the remainder of the correspondence so that there is no question that class 

counsel has refused to answer reasonable questions, provide a reasonable extension, or provide a 

reasonable explanation for why they did not adequately plan for the logistics of providing the 

individualized notice that the Second Circuit requires. A true and correct copy of an email I sent on 

December 18, 2012 (minus attachments that are already attached to this declaration), is attached as 

Exhibit 15. A true and correct copy of an email sent to me by Ira Press on December 18, 2012, is 

attached as Exhibit 18. A true and correct copy of a second email I sent to Ira Press on December 

18, 2012, is attached as Exhibit 19. As of the early morning of December 20, 2012, class counsel has 

not responded to this last communication. 

19. I would have liked to retain an expert witness to testify about the reasonableness of 

the fee request. Each of the law professors I contacted responded that they could not turn around 

an expert report in three business days.  

20. I have not had time to fully scrutinize the reports of Professors Coffee and Miller, 

but in the small fraction I did analyze, I found multiple omissions and false premises and errors. I 

would have been able to make a more full rebuttal had I been given reasonable notice. I requested 
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the opportunity to depose Professors Coffee and Miller. See Exhibit 4. Class counsel refused. I have 

been prejudiced by the inability to use deposition testimony to impeach the expert reports of 

Professors Coffee and Miller before the objection deadline. I will be unfairly prejudiced if the Court 

grants any weight to these expert reports.  

21. Preliminary investigations into the lodestar request suggest that Kirby McInerney is 

claiming millions of dollars of lodestar for temporary attorneys who were not employed by Kirby 

McInerney, but provided by a third-party document review agency as contract attorneys. Class 

counsel has failed to respond to my three requests for this information. See Exhibits 4, 15, and 19. 

Had I more time to develop my objection, I could have conducted discovery and investigation to 

determine the extent to which the lodestar request has been exaggerated. I have been prejudiced by 

the lack of time to conduct such discovery or investigation. 

22. Had I had reasonable time to draft an objection, I would have been able to present 

declarations from credible witnesses that, in the last few years, the overwhelming majority of paying 

clients refuse to pay upcharges for temporary contract attorneys doing first-tier document review 

and that law firms bill paying clients such work at cost or even below cost. (While I have approached 

several attorneys who have such personal knowledge, all either have conflicts that preclude them 

from testifying or fear retaliation from clients or the trial bar; the shortness of time to draft an 

objection and supporting information, combined with the holiday season, has precluded me from 

expanding my search.) If the Court chooses not to credit and adopt my expert testimony on the 

subject, I will have been prejudiced by the lack of time to procure such declarations. I reserve the 

right to supplement the record with declarations from such witnesses. I reserve the right to conduct 

discovery on Citigroup to determine what they paid for first-tier document review in this case and to 

supplement the record with declarations from such witnesses.  

23. I have been prejudiced by the late notice because I have not had time to investigate 

the fee petitions of the other firms in the case, which may contain similar exaggerations. Given that 

the Kirby McInerney fee petition contains major exaggerations, it is likely that scrutiny of the 
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expense documentation would be similarly interesting, but I have not been able to give the petition 

that scrutiny, and my objection has been prejudiced as a result. 

24. Class counsel has claimed an entitlement to a 1.89 multiplier because of the “risk” of 

bringing the class action. I would have like to have investigated through discovery or public court 

records the degree to which Kirby McInerney is actually at risk of not recovering a multiplier of its 

lodestar, but have not had time to do so. I have been prejudiced by the lack of time to conduct such 

an investigation to develop additional facts in support of my objection to the multiplier. 

25. The settlement contains an extraordinary release waiving claims against class counsel, 

who has not provided any consideration for the release. I do not recall ever seeing such a broad 

release in a settlement I have participated in or objected to. This seems objectionable to me and a 

breach of fiduciary duty, but because of the late notice, I have not had time to research the question. 

I have been prejudiced by not being able to raise what may be a potentially meritorious issue by the 

objection deadline. 

 

There Is Evidence of Contract Attorneys Being Billed as Kirby McInerney Associates 

26. Despite the late notice and class counsel’s refusal to provide information about this 

subject, I have been able to uncover a great deal of evidence that class counsel has misled the Court 

in its fee petition by representing that temporary contract attorneys doing low-skill work are actually 

full-fledged attorneys doing highly-skilled legal work for Kirby McInerney. 

27. In paragraph 141 of the joint declaration of Ira M. Press and Peter S. Linden 

(Docket No. 171), they write that Exhibit E (Docket No. 171-5) “is a firm resume for Lead Counsel 

and Lead Counsel’s lodestar report that sets forth the identity and level of each Lead Counsel 

attorney and paraprofessional who worked on this litigation, their current billing rates, year of 

graduation from law school, and the number of hours each devoted to this litigation.” But many of 

the names listed do not have resumes associated with them, and do not appear to be now or ever 

have been “Lead Counsel attorneys.” Rather, online resumes for attorneys with the names of people 

listed in Exhibit E indicate that they are temporary contract attorneys. 
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28. For example, class counsel is requesting $550/hour (or over $1000/hour after a 1.89 

multiplier) for the work of Kumudini Uswatte-Aratchi, but attach no resume for her. According to 

the New York State Unified Court System, Kumudini Uswatte-Aratchi works for Access Staffing in 

New York, NY, a contract-attorney staffing firm. A true and correct copy of a printout of the NY 

State Unified Court System web page for Ms. Uswatte-Aratchi as it existed on December 16 is 

attached as Exhibit 5. 

29. Class counsel attributes a lodestar of $235,875.00 to the work of India Autry, and are 

thus requesting over $445,000 for her work. Ms. Autry’s public LinkedIn page describes her as an 

“attorney, personal shopper, actress, and commercial model,” with her current position as a “lipstick 

& style counselor.” A true and correct copy of the first page of a printout of the first page of that 

LinkedIn webpage is attached as Exhibit 6. A webpage for the “Law Office of India K. Autry” does 

not mention Kirby McInerney and only mentions performing “freelance attorney services.” A true 

and correct copy of the first page of a printout of that webpage as it existed on December 16 is 

attached as Exhibit 7.  

30. There is no firm resume for Michael Balducci, for whom class counsel attributes a 

lodestar of $1,715,862.50, and is thus seeking over $3.1 million dollars for his work at a rate of over 

$1000/hour. According to Mr. Balducci’s Avvo profile, he was a real estate attorney with Stroock 

Stroock & Lavan; it does not list any experience with Kirby McInerney. This fact, combined with 

the fact that the NY State Unified Court System does not list a current employer for Mr. Balducci, 

strongly suggests that he was working for Kirby McInerney only as a temporary contract attorney. A 

true and correct copy of the printout of Mr. Balducci’s Avvo webpage as it existed on December 16 

is attached as Exhibit 8. 

31. Class counsel states that Nelson De La Cruz graduated in 1998, attributes a lodestar 

of $558,562.50 to him, and are thus seeking over $1 million for his work at a rate of nearly 

$900/hour. There is no firm resume presented for him. The only Nelson De La Cruz licensed to 

practice in New York state graduated Pace University Law School in 2009, according to the New 

York State Unified Court System. A true and correct copy of a printout of the NY State Unified 
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Court System web page for Mr. De La Cruz as it existed on December 16 is attached as Exhibit 9. 

On information and belief, Mr. De La Cruz worked as a contract attorney. 

32. Class counsel attributes $1,438,387.50 of lodestar to Eileen Dimitry, and are thus 

seeking over $2.7 million at over $1000/hour for her work. No firm resume is presented for Ms. 

Dimitry. Ms. Dimitry’s public LinkedIn page describes her as a contract attorney at Hudson. A true 

and correct copy of the first page of a printout of that LinkedIn page as it existed on December 17 is 

attached as Exhibit 10.  

33. Class counsel attributes $764,393.75 of lodestar to Riley Fenner, and are thus seeking 

over $1.4 million at over $900/hour for his work. Mr. Fenner’s public LinkedIn page describes him 

as a contract attorney at Hudson Legal. A true and correct copy of the first page of a printout of that 

LinkedIn page as it existed on December 16 is attached as Exhibit 11. 

34. Hudson Legal, an arm of the publicly traded Hudson Global, Inc., describes itself as 

“a global full-service discovery firm offering end-to-end e-Discovery solutions and managed review 

services.”  

35. There are clearly many more such examples of undisclosed contract attorneys, but 

because I have been prejudiced by the late notice of the class action settlement, and because class 

counsel has refused to voluntarily provide this information to me, I have not had time to fully 

research the extent of the failure to disclose. On information and belief, however, the overwhelming 

majority of “other attorneys” listed in Exhibit E are contract attorneys.  

 

The Economics of and Appropriate Lodestar for Document Review 

36. I have specialized knowledge and experience in the area of law-firm billing practices 

and economics, and ask the court to recognize me as an expert in this area.  

37. I graduated law school in 1994, and clerked for a federal judge for a year. I worked 

with large law firms mostly on behalf of corporate clients from 1995 to 2005. From 2005 to 2009, I 

was a fellow with the American Enterprise Institute and the first head of the AEI Legal Center for 

the Public Interest; from 2010 to the present, I have been an adjunct fellow with the Manhattan 
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Institute Center for Legal Policy. Both of these latter jobs involved the study of public policy with 

respect to the civil justice system. I have consulted with four presidential campaigns about civil 

justice policy at their request. 

38. In the course of these jobs, I became familiar with the expenses of litigation; 

supervised teams of associates, contract, and staff attorneys engaged in document discovery; 

engaged in conversations with general counsels of Fortune 500 companies and “BigLaw” firm 

litigation partners about billing practices, changes in the field of civil litigation, and changes in the 

relationship between law firms and clients; spoken on panels about discovery issues, class actions, 

and class action fee requests; and have testified before a congressional House Subcommittee about 

the expenses of securities litigation. The National Association of Legal Fee Analysis Attorney Fee 

Practice Group, a 501(c)(6) association that holds itself out as a “practice group of qualified attorney 

fee experts, fee dispute arbitrators, and legal bill auditors,” has repeatedly invited me to join. A true 

and correct copy of one such invitation is attached as Exhibit 13. (I have not accepted the invitation, 

because I already have more opportunities for legal work than I have time to handle.) Class counsel’s 

correspondence to me explicitly acknowledges my “experience in this area (through your work with 

the American Enterprise Institute and the Center for Class Action Fairness)”. See Exhibit 14 at 1. 

39. Class counsel asks the court to assign a lodestar rates between $350/hour and 

$550/hour for work done by contract attorneys doing first-tier document review of forty million 

documents. In my opinion, based on my experience in this area, my conversations with law firm 

partners and in-house counsel, and my review of the literature (discussed below), a proper lodestar 

rate for such work, consistent with the market rate paid by paying clients doing this volume of work, 

is between $50 and $65/hour. Neither Professor Coffee’s nor Professor Miller’s expert reports 

offers an opinion on this issue.  

40. In the early and mid-1990s, it was common for law firms to assign document review 

to junior attorneys and bill this work to clients. When I was a junior associate, one litigation partner 

gave a talk to junior attorneys and emphasized that it was important for attorneys on a team to 

“touch every document.” But such attorneys were being paid $70,000 to $100,000 a year, and the 
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rates charged to clients for such work were substantially lower than they are now. I was one of the 

attorneys who prepared in camera briefing and exhibits requesting an award of attorneys’ fees in the 

Fourth Circuit case of In re General Motors Corp., 110 F.3d 1003 (1997). Associates from two leading 

defense law firms, including myself, were billed at rates of $140/hour to $195/hour. (I do not recall 

which, if any, were the time entries for my work in that case.) 

41. In the late 1990s, the Internet started to change things in two ways. First, the 

increasing use of email meant that the volume of document discovery multiplied dramatically. 

Second, competition from startup Internet companies and the law firms that serviced them for legal 

talent resulted in a dramatic increase in salaries at the large law firms that most corporate clients 

used: starting salaries (including lockstep bonuses) at top firms nearly doubled from $80,000 to 

$145,000 by 2000. Law firms increased their billing rates in response, as well as their demands on 

time by associates. 

42. By the 2000s, both junior associates and law-firm corporate clients balked at the 

increased burdens of document discovery. Attorneys from top law schools found the work 

demoralizing and an impediment to career advancement; corporate clients did not want to pay the 

top-dollar associate rates of $250/hour to $350/hour for document review. Moreover, many young 

attorneys did not want to work the 60-hour weeks that law-firm billing requirements necessitated. 

Furthermore, it was physically impossible for an attorney to “touch every document”; attorneys had 

to rely upon first-tier review to identify a substantially smaller subset of second-tier documents for 

substantive scrutiny by higher-ranking attorneys.  

43. The solution to these problems at many firms was to create a caste of non-

partnership-track “staff attorneys,” who would be assigned the less intellectually demanding first-tier 

document-review work in exchange for a more regular schedule and lower pay. Even senior staff 

attorneys with ten years of legal experience were paid salaries of around $65,000, and billed to clients 

at lower rates around $150/hour, usually less than for top paralegals. See generally, e.g., Young v. 

Covington & Burling, LLP, 689 F. Supp. 2d 69, 73-74 (D.D.C. 2010). 
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44. As law firm associate salaries and billing rates increased throughout the 2000s, 

corporate clients increasingly refused to allow law firms to use associates and associate billing rates 

for document discovery. More document-discovery work was shifted from partnership-track 

associates to staff attorneys and temporary contract attorneys. 

45. To accommodate fluctuations in demand, much document discovery work was 

outsourced to temporary contract attorneys provided by third-party vendors. The contract attorneys 

are paid about $35/hour, while the vendors bill about $50 to $65/hour. See, e.g., Lester Brickman, 

Lawyer Barons 378-87 (Cambridge U. Press 2011); id. at 501-06; Arin Greenwood, “Attorney at Blah,” 

Washington City Paper (November 8, 2007); David A. Steiger, “The rise of global legal sourcing,” 19 

ABA Business Law Today No. 2 (Nov./Dec. 2009). It is my understanding that the New York market 

in 2012 pays slightly more, approximately $40 to $45/hour. But this is just for subjective coding; 

objective coding did not require an attorney, and paid half as much, even in New York, even when 

performed by attorneys. 

46. Ethics requirements required that law firms disclose to clients when work was being 

delegated to third parties, and limited the degree to which law firms could treat this outsourced work 

as a profit center. The ABA Standing Committee on Ethics ruled that “In the absence of an 

agreement with the client authorizing a greater charge, the lawyer may bill the client only its actual 

cost plus a reasonable allocation of associated overhead, such as the amount the lawyer spent on any 

office space, support staff, equipment, and supplies for the individuals under contract.” 

Furthermore, “The analysis is no different for other outsourced legal services, except that the 

overhead costs associated with the provision of such services may be minimal or nonexistent if and 

to the extent that the outsourced work is performed off-site without the need for infrastructural 

support. If that is true, the outsourced services should be billed at cost, plus a reasonable allocation 

of the cost of supervising those services if not otherwise covered by the fees being charged for legal 

services.” A true and correct copy of ABA Formal Opinion 08-451 is attached as Exhibit 12. 

47. With the Great Recession of 2008, and with the increased use of smartphones and 

larger and larger e-discovery requirements, even these discounted rates proved to be too expensive 
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for corporate clients. Many corporate clients required law firms to bill temporary document review 

as a pass-through cost, or hired the third-party vendors directly; and even there, they negotiate 

volume discounts and rebates. See, e.g., Gina Passarella, “New Hiring System Keeps Contract 

Attorneys Away From Law Firms,” Legal Intelligencer (Jul. 12, 2010) (quoting, inter alia, “Penny Burke, 

director of business development for Hudson Legal’s Pittsburgh office” about off-site document 

review billed directly to corporate clients). In the words of Aon Chief Counsel of Litigation and 

author Mark Herrmann, “Document review, which was historically an important profit center for 

large law firms, has moved permanently into the hands of third-party vendors.” “Inside Straight: 

Why Vendors Win The Document Review Work,” Above the Law (Aug. 25, 2011). 

48. Still other corporate clients put even tighter constraints. For example, one Fortune 

500 company’s retention agreements with big law firms defending it in class actions and mass tort 

cases permitted those law firms to do first-tier document review however it wished—but the client 

would only pay a flat rate of $50/hour for such review.   

49. Thus, first-tier review in document discovery is no longer a profit center for law 

firms. The market rate for first-tier document review is not the same market rate for a real-estate 

attorney with twelve years of experience. No paying client would tolerate paying $350/hour, much 

less $550/hour, much less $1039.50/hour, for first-tier document review; third-party vendors can do 

first-tier document review more efficiently, cheaper, and with a substantially lower error rate. See 

Herrmann, supra; Steiger, supra. Plaintiffs claim they reviewed forty million documents. In this 

litigation, Citigroup surely engaged in a more comprehensive review of even more documents, given 

the need to withhold nonresponsive and privileged documents from discovery. Yet it is improbable 

that Citigroup paid as much as $100/hour for document review; the likely rate Citigroup paid will be 

closer to $50 to $65/hour.  

50. If the document review was performed offsite, the only overhead Kirby McInerney 

faced was the expense of supervisory attorney time—which is already reflected in the billing rates of 

the associates who supervised the contract attorneys. 
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51. Even if the first-tier document review was performed onsite or by actual Kirby 

McInerney attorneys, the class should not face a lodestar twice as much—much less eleven to 

seventeen times as much—as what the typical market rate paying clients insist upon for work of 

similar or (in the case of Citigroup’s concurrent document review) identical complexity. The 

exaggeration is even worse if Kirby McInerney was using attorneys to perform “objective coding” 

that could be performed by a clerical worker for less than $25/hour.  

52. There are a number of district court cases that permit class counsel to charge full 

attorney rates times a multiplier for contract attorneys doing document review. None of these cases 

consider both ABA Opinion 08-451 and the change in the legal marketplace after the Great 

Recession; none of these cases considered the factual evidence of what paying clients in the 

marketplace pay for first-tier document review, or distinguished between the largely administrative 

task of first-tier document review and the more legally substantive task of document review of pre-

screened documents in preparation for depositions or trial. 

53. Class counsel’s (and the experts’) claim that they are only seeking a multiplier of 1.89 

is based on the false premise that an unemployed real-estate lawyer doing first-tier securities 

litigation document review as a temporary contract attorney has a market rate of $550/hour. If that 

were true, the temporary contract attorneys would not be working as temporary contract attorneys 

for $35/hour; an employer able to bill them out for $550/hour on the marketplace would offer a 

substantially higher wage if the temporary contract attorney was exercising a non-fungible skill, 

rather than relatively low-skilled work that a recent law graduate focusing on her modeling career 

could do as well as an experienced alumnus of Stroock.  

54. In reality, class counsel is seeking a multiplier as high as 20.79 for some of these 

attorneys—and that is only if I generously assume that class counsel was not “upselling” by using 

attorneys to perform purely clerical “objective coding.” The request violates ABA Opinion 08-451; 

the misleading nature of the fee-request declaration and the refusal of class counsel to disclose the 

nature of the arrangements is a breach of its fiduciary duty to the class.  
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55. If the class representatives failed to negotiate with class counsel a rate for first-tier 

document review and objective coding a rate similar to that what is paid in the marketplace by 

paying clients, they are in breach of their fiduciary duties to the class by failing to put the class’s 

interests ahead of their attorneys’ interests, and decertification would be appropriate under Rule 

23(a)(4).   

Securities Litigation Risk 

56. In its 2011 annual report on securities litigation, Cornerstone Research studied all 

PSLRA cases resolved between 1996 and 2011. The report is available at 

http://securities.stanford.edu/clearinghouse_research/2011_YIR/Cornerstone_Research_Filings_2

011_YIR.pdf.  The sample of 2,415 resolved cases excluded cases involving IPO Allocation, filings 

over Analysts, and filings against Mutual Funds. The statistics below come from that report. 

57. There were 2,415 PSLRA cases resolved between 1996 and 2011. 217 were 

voluntarily dismissed. 

58. Of the remaining 2,198 PSLRA cases, 764 were resolved on a motion to dismiss; 188 

were resolved on summary judgment; and 1246 were settled (390 before the motion to dismiss was 

decided). Thus, of securities complaints brought and not voluntarily dismissed, 56.7% settled. That 

corresponds to a 1.76 risk multiplier. 

59. But the risk calculus changes dramatically once a case survives a motion to dismiss. 

Of the 1,044 PSLRA cases where a district court denied a motion to dismiss, 856 settled. That is 

82.0% of such cases, and corresponds to a 1.22 risk multiplier. 

60. This is important, because the vast majority of commitment of legal time is made 

after a motion to dismiss is denied. Before the motion to dismiss, the legal expenses consist of the 

relatively small pre-complaint investigation, drafting of a complaint, litigation over lead counsel 

selection, and briefing and arguing the to the motion to dismiss. The much greater expense of 

reviewing forty million documents (and, more importantly, reviewing the much smaller subset of 

useful documents), preparing for and taking depositions, and litigating discovery disputes and 
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motions for summary judgment, comes only after the hurdle of surviving the motion to dismiss, the 

riskiest part of a PSLRA case.  

61. These statistics actually overstate the risk in this case in two ways. 

62. First, the statistics are artificially biased because they include cases filed in 2010 and 

2011 and quickly dismissed. Most of those pending cases—not included in the statistics because they 

are not yet resolved—will eventually settle. The longer a case lasts, the more likely it is to settle.  

63. Second, Second Circuit law is relatively favorable for PSLRA cases. While 82.0% of 

cases nationwide settle after a motion to dismiss is denied, 169 out of 202 cases  in the Second 

Circuit (or 83.7%) settled after a motion to dismiss is denied. That corresponds to a risk multiplier 

of 1.195.  

64. Even using the riskier nationwide numbers, if we conservatively assume that law 

firms spend five times as many hours on cases where motions to dismiss have already been denied 

than on cases that did not make it past the dismissal stage (the ratio is in fact substantially larger), a 

law firm that received a 1.89 multiplier in every case that it settled would average substantially above 

1. See Table 1 below: 

Table 1 
Category 

% of cases % of hours Multiplier 
Settled before ruling on 
motion to dismiss 

17.7% 6.1% 1.89 

Dismissed on 12(b)(6) 34.8% 12.0% 0 
Settled after motion to dismiss 38.9% 67.2% 1.89 
Dismissed on summary 
judgment 

8.6% 14.7% 0 

TOTAL 100% 100% 1.38 

 

65. If class counsel disputes these figures, they should be required to disclose their 

billing records for class actions resolved over the last five years, breaking out the hours spent before 

and after resolution of the motion to dismiss and breaking out the hours billed on first-tier 

document review. I am quite confident that they demonstrate an average hourly multiplier 
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substantially greater than one, even including the cases lost without any recovery. It is likely higher 

than the 1.38 I conservatively estimate here—especially given that the multipliers realized are 

artificially deflated by the artificial inflation of contract-attorney billing rates in the lodestar 

calculation.  

66. Class counsel also asserts a multiplier is appropriate to account for the time-value of 

money, because they will not be paid until years later for hours worked in 2007. But class counsel’s 

lodestar is based on their most recent market rate for billing (and, in the case of attorneys 

performing first-tier document review, a substantial multiplier of the actual market rates); billing 

rates have increased faster than inflation. It might be appropriate for there to be a multiplier of Year 

2007 lodestar hours billed at the 2007 hourly rate, but to multiply Year 2007 lodestar hours billed at 

the 2012 hourly rate is double-counting the multiplier.  

67. Thus, a 1.89 multiplier is at least 46% larger than necessary to ensure that a firm has 

the incentives to engage in securities litigation. A 1.76 multiplier for hours spent before the motion 

to dismiss is decided and a 1.22 multiplier for hours spent after the motion to dismiss is decided is 

more than sufficient to incentivize class counsel to engage in securities litigation and ensure that they 

average lodestar rates, as demonstrated by Table 2 below: 

Table 2 
Category 

% of cases  % of hours Multiplier 
Settled before ruling on 
motion to dismiss 

17.7% 6.1% 1.76 

Dismissed on 12(b)(6) 34.8% 12.0% 0 
Settled after motion to dismiss 
– pre-ruling hours 

38.9% 
13.4% 1.76 

Settled after motion to dismiss 
– post-ruling hours 

53.7% 1.22 

Dismissed on summary 
judgment 

8.6% 14.7% 0 

TOTAL 100% 100%* 1.00 

*totals differ because of rounding 
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The Merits of the Litigation 

68. Class counsel’s experts assert that, because the maximum damages are $6,300 

million, a $590 million settlement—$0.09 on the dollar—is “success,” with Professor Coffee 

identifying in particular the risk of bankruptcy precluding full collection. This seems to be boilerplate 

unrelated to this particular case rather than a thoughtful opinion. 

69. For example, had Professor Coffee examined the deep-pocket defendant, he would 

see that Citigroup had a market capitalization of over $110 billion as of the date of his report, and 

annual after-tax profits in 2010 and 2011 were $10.95 billion and $11.1 billion respectively. This 

year, it was one of five banks participating in a $25 billion robosigning settlement, yet its stock price 

has increased 50% from $26.31 to $39.45. There was no risk of defendant bankruptcy here. 

70. Post-financial crisis, post-TARP, and post-Occupy Wall Street, it is hard to imagine a 

more unpopular defendant than a too-big-to-fail bailed-out bank accused of contributing to the 

mortgage crisis and Great Recession—especially in a lawsuit involving the complex financial 

instruments of collateralized debt obligations and residential mortgage-backed securities that were 

the centerpiece of the financial crisis. A months-long Manhattan jury trial, where the few members 

of the jury pool most likely to be sympathetic to Citigroup will be able to plead financial hardship 

because of career obligations, presents particular risks for the defendant. It is hard to imagine skilled 

prudent defense counsel telling his or her client, no matter how confident he or she is about the 

merits of the case, that there is a greater than 90% chance of prevailing at a jury trial.  

71. Thus, other financial-crisis cases have resulted in enormous settlements. In re Bank of 

America Securities Lit., No. 09-MDL-2058 (S.D.N.Y.), which alleges $10 billion to $15 billion in 

damages from the failure to disclose similar liabilities relating to the merger with Merrill Lynch, with 

Paul Weiss also acting as defense counsel, is settling for $2.425 billion, or $0.16 to $0.24 on the 

dollar. See Peter Lattman, “Investors’ Billion-Dollar Fraud Fighter,” New York Times Dealbook (Oct. 

8, 2012) (quoting both me and defense counsel Brad S. Karp).  

72. The Associated Press reported during the trading day of August 29, 2012, that 

Citigroup had settled this case for $590 million. Though the S&P 500 and other bank stocks such as 
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Bank of America declined in the market that day, Citigroup stock increased 2.0% from $29.34 to 

$29.91, a $1.67 billion increase in market value. The marketplace apparently thought much more 

about the value of this case than class counsel did.  

73. I am not making an argument that class counsel has settled on the cheap; if class 

counsel claims that the risks of the case meant that the best settlement possible was nine cents on 

the dollar, so be it. But a case with a solvent and unpopular defendant that is settling for nine cents 

on the dollar is a nuisance settlement, even if it is for $590 million. Class counsel is entitled to 

compensation for the very tangible results they have achieved for the class, but they are not entitled 

to a windfall fee as if they had fully compensated the class when they agree to a nuisance settlement. 

If they are that unconfident about the merits of the case, it suggests that there is a real injustice that 

it was brought at all. 

74. Though class counsel in Bank of America recovered four times as much for investors 

as counsel here, they are requesting only $150 million—again putting the lie to the claim that an 18% 

fee is required to incentivize class counsel to participate in financial-crisis litigation. 

 

This Objection Is Brought In Good Faith 

75. I run the non-profit Center for Class Action Fairness. Through this organization, I 

have objected as an attorney, shareholder, or a class member to many settlements. It has been my 

experience that many class counsel respond to these objections by calling me a “professional 

objector,” and then attempts to tar me with precedents describing court disapproval of professional 

objectors.   

76. “Professional objector” is a legal term with a specific definition: a “for-profit 

objector that attempts to hold up settlements in the hopes of negotiating a quid pro quo payment for 

himself to withdraw his objection or appeal.” While many “professional objectors” are accused of 

bringing bad-faith objections solely to extract extortionate settlements from class counsel by the 

threat of delay, this is not the business model of the Center for Class Action Fairness, which is 

funded solely by charitable donations and court-awarded attorneys’ fees. Neither the Center nor I 
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has ever agreed to a quid pro quo settlement of an objection. As I bring this objection pro se, I would 

be ineligible for attorneys’ fees for my own time in the case. 

77. A non-profit public-interest objector may be “professional”  and may be an 

“objector,” but is not a “professional objector” as that term is used in the law. See Paul Karlsgodt & 

Raj Chohan, Class Action Settlement Objectors: Minor Nuisance or Serious Threat to Approval, BNA: Class 

Action Litigation Report (Aug. 12, 2011) (distinguishing the Center for Class Action Fairness from 

“professional objectors”); Edward Brunet, Class Action Objectors: Extortionist Free Riders or Fairness 

Guarantors, 2003 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 403, 437 n. 150 (public interest groups are not “professional 

objectors”). Indeed, I have criticized such “professional objectors” on multiple occasions. Brenda 

Kearney, “The Deal Breakers: A look at professional class objectors in Maryland,” The Daily Record 

(May 23, 2010) (quoting me as an outside expert); Ted Frank, “The problem of self-dealing by class 

counsel,” Point of Law (Manhattan Institute Center for Legal Policy, Apr. 17, 2012). 

78. The difference between a “professional objector” and a public-interest objector is a 

material one. As the federal rules are currently set up, “professional objectors” have an incentive to 

file objections regardless of the merits of the settlement or the objection. See “Self-Dealing,” supra. 

In contrast, a public-interest objector such as myself has to triage dozens of requests for pro bono 

representation, loses money on every losing objection (and most winning objections) brought, can 

only raise charitable donations necessary to remain afloat by demonstrating success, and has no 

interest in wasting limited resources and time on a meritless objection.  

79. Such “professional objectors” can file boilerplate objections on short notice because 

their business model is to bring as many objections as possible. I do not file boilerplate objections; 

this objection raises arguments that have not previously been made in any of my other cases. One of 

the ways that I have been prejudiced in the late notice is that my brief in this case is of lower quality 

than briefs I usually file. I apologize in advance to the Court for any resulting typos or poor 

phrasing. Further, in order to comply with my Rule 11 obligations (even as a pro se), I did not raise 

certain arguments that were likely to be meritorious, but where I did not have time to fully 

investigate precedent.  
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80. Because I only object to especially bad settlements and attorney-fee requests, I have a 

good track record of success in cases I bring. E.g., Robert F. Booth Trust v. Crowley, 687 F.3d 314 (7th 

Cir. 2012); Dewey v. Volkswagen AG, 681 F.3d 170 (3d Cir. 2012); Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 

1034 (9th Cir. 2011); In re Bluetooth Headset Prod. Liab. Litig., 654 F.3d 935 (9th Cir. 2011); In re 

Classmates.com Consol. Lit., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 83480 (W.D. Wash. June 15, 2012). 

81. I am not bringing this objection for a personal payout: I wish to win on the merits 

for the benefit of the shareholder class as a whole. But if this Court has any question whether I am 

bringing this objection in good faith, I am willing to stipulate to an injunction prohibiting me from 

settling my objection in exchange for a cash payment. 

82. On information and belief, many class counsel subscribe to a service that proposes 

arguments to be used against objectors. On information and belief, this service falsely characterizes 

me as someone who opposes all class actions. (I believe this because the false allegation has been 

made against me in multiple settlements using identical language.) I believe in the appropriateness of 

the class action mechanism to aggregate litigation, do not oppose all class actions, and simply oppose 

the abuse of the class action mechanism to benefit class counsel at the expense of their putative 

clients and the public at large. 

 

Request for Pro Se ECF Status 

83. I am a member in good standing of the State of California Bar (Cal. SBN 196332) 

where I was admitted on August 4, 1998; the District of Columbia Bar (BN 450318), where I was 

admitted on April 1, 1996; and the State of Illinois Bar (Ill. SBN 06224948), where I was admitted 

on November 10, 1994. 

84. In federal court, I am a member in good standing of the Southern District of 

California, in which I was admitted August 21, 1998; the Northern District of California, in which I 

was admitted October 16, 1998; the Central District of California, in which I was admitted May 25, 

1999; the District Court of the District of Columbia, where I was admitted July 1, 2002; and the 

Eastern District of Wisconsin, where I was admitted May 27, 2010. 
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85. I am a member in good standing in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth 

Circuit, where I was admitted January 8, 1999; the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth 

Circuit, where I was admitted June 1, 1999; the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal 

Circuit, where I was admitted August 11, 1999; the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh 

Circuit, where I was admitted March 1, 2002; the United States Court of Appeals for the Third 

Circuit, where I was admitted May 5, 2010; the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, 

where I was admitted August 31, 2011; the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, 

where I was admitted September 9, 2011; and the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth 

Circuit, where I was admitted October 6, 2011. 

86. These are every court of which I am a member of the bar. No disciplinary 

proceedings are pending against me in any jurisdiction and no discipline has previously been 

imposed on me in any jurisdiction. 

87. I am familiar with ECF procedures, and request an order permitting me to request an 

ECF pro se password so that I may electronically file any future documents for the convenience of 

the parties and the Court. 

 

 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on December 20, 2012, in Fairfax, Virginia. 
 

       
 Theodore H. Frank  

 

 


